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Warm colours are always a delight for the eyes and a feast for the soul, and round forms give the feeling 

of protection and security.                                                                                         

Childhood.                                                                                                                                                    

Indeed in childhood each person understands his or her own one, this distant, blurred memory of 'the land 

that pauses for a long time before it vanishes' (Rilke). It is the world of wonder ( a burning candle on the 

table), of miracles (where a horse can hide itself in a snail shell), of indescribable happiness and hot tears 

full of the prevailing feeling of pain and suffering. 



                                                                                                                                                           

The toys were still simple, maybe a beech log which would, as required, transform into a smoking and 

puffing locomotive or into a four-engine bomber. The piercing coloured plastic world came much later.                                                                                                                            

Life was quiet, but not uneventful!                                                                                                          

The days had their ups and downs. The naked feet in the cold wet grass when you had to pick apples in the 

autumn, belonged to the unpleasant things, although we were assured that toughening up was a good 

thing, but warm feet feel better.                                                                 One of 

the few highlights of the year was the kermis. In late summer a showman came to the village with a 

merry-go-round which by then was still powered by a few strong lads, furthermore there was a swing and 

a shooting gallery where good marksmen got rewarded with a crepe paper rose.                                                                                                                                  

And above all lingered the 'kermis smell'. It smelled of roasted almonds, sizzling sausages, spilled beer, and 

it smelled of people, that was a smell between colognes, cow house and sweat.                                                                                                                                                          

Inside the merry-go-round a mecanical organ played  which got fed with punched paper.  All day long 

tooting the same old three or four melodies. A rondo, so to speak, that kept the colourful riding horses on 

their orbit together so they didn't canter across the fields. 

Later in life the merry-go-round looses its fascination, probably because our life keeps turning itself too 

often in a circle or riding on a roller coaster. 

But now and then one should admire again an extraordinary gem of lyrics, meaning the poem 'The 

Merry-go-round' by R. M. Rilke.   


